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SHARK
ENCOUNTERS
(of the friendly kind)

Words & Photos FIONA AYERST

ADVENTURE Sharks

SHARKS INSPIRE TWO THINGS IN HUMANS: FEAR AND
FASCINATION. UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHER

FIONA AYERST, WHO’S SPENT 25 YEARS DIVING
WITH SHARKS AROUND THE WORLD, SHARES HER

FAVOURITE PLACES IN SOUTHERN AFRICA TO GET
PERSONAL WITH THESE PREDATORS

A fast-finning free diver
captures a gentle giant
on film – a filter-feeding
whale shark oblivious to
all except the krill.
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ALIWAL SHOAL,
KWAZULU-NATAL
WITH TIGERS, RAGGIES AND MORE

My friends think I'm crazy when
I tell them the only way to swim
with sharks is to ignore them. But
I knowwhat a thrill it is to interact
with this super-predator, arguably
the most charismatic of the ocean
dwellers. My favourite character is
the tiger. Like massive boisterous
puppies, they blunder into any
situation – either fearless or care-
free. They love electronic equip-
ment, and Iʼve sometimes seen
cameras carried off in the jaws of
happy sharks.
Apart from their blind hunger

for scraps and carrion, tiger sharks
are gorgeous striped creatures. As
they swim past you with a gape-
like grin, you can get lost in the
black pools of their eyes. Don't be
too indifferent when diving with
tiger sharks, though. They feed on
carrion and clean up the oceans, so
if you play dead, they may decide
to do a bit of housekeeping. Itʼs a
delicate balance!
Scuba divers shouldnʼt miss out

on a ragged-tooth shark dive. Rag-
gies have been dubbed ʻtadpoles-
with-teethʼ for their laid-back atti-
tudes. In recent years raggies are
spending more time on Aliwal
Shoal, in large numbers,mall year
round. There are two raggie hot-
spots –Raggie Cave and the deeper
Cathedral for more advanced

divers. In the Cathedral structure
you might encounter upwards of
40 sharks waiting for hunting
hour. Good incentive to be out of
there by 5pm!

DIVE IN Generally, tigers love
to feed and travel close to the
surface, making for effortless
viewing and snorkelling. The

tiger interaction at Aliwal Shoal
is best from March to May. If
you don't see tigers, you'll still
have the pleasure of diving
with black tips or raggies. Snor-
kelling costsR1 100ppwith gear
included. Scuba dives are from
R450pp (own equipment).
071 705 8518, or book online
bluewilderness.co.za

Sharks vs Humans

SHARKS KILLED
by humans world-

wide annually

20-100
million

PEOPLE KILLED
by sharks world-

wide annually

RIGHT Dropping off a
rubber duck (far right)
into the frenzied world of
feeding sharks on the
Aliwal Shoal. Snorkelling
with black tips has
become a mutually
beneficial and popular
tourist attraction.
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ABOVE The bullet-like
mako swims aggressively
and has an impressive set
of chompers.

BELOW There’s perfect
snorkelling viz and friendly
sharks off Simonstown
(Photo Jacques Marais).

BELOW LEFT Tiger
sharks are fearless
scavengers, cleaning
up the oceans.

FALSE BAY,
WESTERN CAPE
WITH BLUES AND MAKOS

If youʼre ready tomake a full day of
it, and venture 30 kilometres off-
shore, then snorkelling or diving
with blue and mako sharks off
Cape Townʼs tip, is an excursion
not to be missed.
I joined Shark Explorers for the

experience, and was cursing the
5 am wake-up call, until we roun-
ded Cape Point as the fiery sun
slipped above the horizon, and my
spirits lifted. The team dropped a
drum filledwith fish heads into the
water, and the first shark arrived
shortly after. I was hoping it was a
blue. This species is playful and
fearless around humans, and they
love to bump into you, pushing
with their pointy snouts. Itʼs easier
to ʻcut your teethʼ on the blues, as
you prepare for their more edgy
cousin, the mako.
On the periphery, a dark shape

flickered, circling andwatching us.
A substantial female mako was
sussing us out while swimming in
circles around us, fast. Seemingly
nervous, mako sharks look like tor-
pedoes with a lot of teeth – silver
bullets of sharky-flesh as they dart
around unnervingly.

DIVE IN The full-day trip costs
R2 400 pp for snorkeling; from
R3000pp for scuba diving. The
season runs from October to
July annually.
082 564 1904
sharkexplorers.com

ADVENTURE Sharks

PROTEA BANKS,
KWAZULU-NATAL
WITH TIGERS, BULLS AND
HAMMERHEADS

The Protea Banks, about seven
kilometres offMargate on theKZN
South Coast, is not for the faint-
hearted. Itʼs a wild place; a heart-
stopping launch through a narrow
channel with whipping waves, a
long boat ride and a deep dive (27–
40 metres) that's often into pea-
greenwaterwith a pulsing current.
With bravery comes great

reward, and when Protea Banks
delivers, it does so in spades. I've
seen schools of a thousand
hammerhead sharks, massive

submarine bull sharks with their
tiny yellow piggy-eyes, and tiger
sharks pushing each other around.
The banks are made of a sea-

mount that attracts pelagic fish
and in turn the sharks that hunt
them. On my 50-odd dives here,
they've never failed to thrill. Itʼs a
dive site like no other, but only for
advanced divers.

DIVE IN African Dive Adven-
tures offers dives from R650
pp (with own equipment);
baited dives cost R1 850 pp.
They also have accommodation.
082 456 7885,
afridive.com

The first time you snorkel
above a cold-water kelp
forest, chances are good
you’ll hyper-ventilate.
This involuntary reaction
to cold water dilutes over
many years of ocean
play, but there’ll always
be a little buzz of exhilar-
ation as you fin out into
False Bay – particularly if
you’re following in the
wake of Mike Barron from
Cape Radd, in search of
some sharks.

The sharks in question
are not the ferocious
kind. In fact, if you were
to bump into indigenous
cuties like the pyjama-
shark, shy-shark or cat-
shark they would have
more reason to be
scared of you.

This is exactly what
you will learn if you join
Cape Radd on one of
their Citizen Science ses-

sions. It’s a shore entry
snorkel suited to begin-
ners, so I took my kids
Robert and Grace along
for the adventure, and
met Mike on Windmill
Beach in the ‘outdoor
classroom’.

Approximately 30 min
of instruction on species
recognition and identific-
ation followed, before we
headed into the crescent
bay to explore the di-
verse kelp forests blos-
soming off Simonstown.

Our first significant en-
counter was not with a
shark, but an octopus,
perfectly camouflaged in
a narrow rock crevasse.
Thousands of sea ur-
chins, periwinkles, soft
corals and kelp fronds
add flashes of colour,
turning the ocean depths
into an underwater won-
derland. Shafts of sun-
light beam through the
gentle sway of giant kelp
fronds, with dozens of
different species of fish
flitting about.

It took a while to locate
the striped pyjama cat-
sharks; three of them
were languidly undulat-
ing along the seafloor, all
looking harmless and
prehistoric. These car-
tilaginous creatures grow
to about a metre and
generally feed on small
reef fish and octopus.

If you’re really fortu-
nate, you may see
puffadder shy-sharks,
cat-sharks or the splen-
did, spotted seven-gill
cow-shark. The latter
species grows up to
three metres long, and
180 kilograms – reason
enough to join a Cape
Radd adventure.

DIVE IN Open to over
12s with basic snorkelling
skills. In doing the Citizen
Science snorkel you’ll
contribute to a good
cause. Snorkelling from
R600 pp for 2-3 hours,
all gear supplied; scuba
costs R1 400 pp.
caperadd.com

In search of
baby shark

JAQUES MARAIS
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TOP After diving almost
any site in Mozambique,
there’s still a chance to

see dolphins or whale
sharks on the boat

trip home.

SHARK ATTACKS:
The Big Three

There are around 500
shark species in the
world, but only three

species are responsible
for almost all attacks

on people:

GREAT WHITES

314
RECORDED ATTACKS

TIGER SHARK

111
RECORDED ATTACKS

BULL SHARK

100
RECORDED ATTACKS

THE PINNACLES,
PONTA DO OURO,
SOUTHERN
MOZAMBIQUE
WITH ALL THE TOOTHY FELLAS. . .

This is well within my Top 10
shark dives in the world. Many
South African divers donʼt realise
what we have on our doorstep.
The Pinnacles rise to about

30 metres and drop down dramat-
ically on the sea-mount, so itʼs a
deep scuba only dive. 30-40 metre
visibility into cobalt blue waters
makes it a “sure thing”when many
other shark dives can leave you
“high-and-dry” due to unsatisfact-
ory conditions.
Up to 14 different species of

sharks have been recorded here,
coming in search of pelagic fish.
Iʼve seen aggregations of bull
sharks, sometimes up to seven on
one dive. Tiger sharks are plenti-
ful, and white-tips are common, as
are schools of hammerheads.
Lucky divers have encountered

greatwhite sharks heremore regu-
larly than other dive sites in the
area and thereʼs a good chance of
seeing schooling kingfish and a
battery of barracuda.

DIVE IN Pinnacles dive R600
pp; five-dive package, with gear
R2 150 pp; ocean safaris with
snorkelling from R480.
+258 844 516 110,
mariet@gozo-azul.co.za

Just chill, bru
The best way to interact with
sharks is to give them the cold
shoulder. Sharks are apex predat-
ors. Humans are, too. When we
meet in the ocean there's an
interaction, generally relating to
positioning and eye contact. If you
make a move towards a shark, it
views you as a threat and will move
away. It needs to protect all the
precious sensory organs clustered
around its face. It realises innately,
that if you damage its face, it will be
unable to feed and then die. Swim-
ming towards the shark is enough
to send it skedaddling. So, act
casual when a shark passes by!

LEFT Media has evolved
from portraying sharks
with gaping, teeth-filled
mouths instilling fear, to
awe-inspiring scenes,
showing what it’s
actually like to swim with
sharks – in this case a
bull shark at Pinnacles.

BELOW Fiona at work
with her favourite shark,
the inimitible tiger (photo
Parvin Dabas).
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TOFO & GUINJATA,
MOZAMBIQUE
WITH WHALE SHARKS

The entire stretch, between Tofo
and Guinjata, is a pure delight for
seeing whale sharks. The pre-
valence of these mega fish here is
due to plankton blooms which
occurmainly betweenOctober and
March. Also attracted by the bloom
is another charismatic species –
the manta ray. From around June
to October, youʼll be sure to see
humpback whales, too.
The whale shark is on many a

bucket list, possibly because they
donʼt have teeth! And the best way
to see them is on snorkelling trips.
Itʼs surreal to jump into the water
next to a 10-metre-long shark.
Impossibly beautiful, whale

sharks are often accompanied by a
flotilla of bright yellow pilot fish
and remoras. On occasions,
prodigal-sons (cobia fish) may also
accompany them, and are often
mistaken for baby whale sharks
because theyʼre so large. Watching
a whale shark approach is like

watching an airbus in flight
surrounded by small aircraft.
Tofo and Tofino have had

aggregations of up to 40 whale
sharks, but mostly you'll see three
to four single sharks per outing.

DIVE IN This snorkel is easy
and fun with guides to help and
teach you about shark con-
servation. Ethical skippers will
drop you about 50 metres in
front of the shark to watch as it
approaches. If the shark is
relaxed and filter-feeding, it
might hang about. Look around
as you'll often see five or more
whale sharks, all feeding in a
congregation.
At Peri-Peri divers in Tofo The
ocean safari costs R935 pp
with equipment. Scuba dives
from R600pp. +258 847 694
166, peri-peridivers.com
At Guinjata Bay I recommend
Guinjata Dive Center. Prices
vary according to dive sites but
you’ll pay around 25 percent
less than in Tofo. +258 844 015
449, diveguinjata.com

Sharks by
the numbers

Fastest
MAKO SHARK, with

bursts of speed up to

Oldest
GREENLAND SHARK is
the longest-lived verteb-
rate on the planet, living

up to 272 years and
possibly as long as

500 years

Smallest
DWARF LANTERN

SHARK, up to

Biggest
WHALE SHARK, up to

18 m

17.5 cm

68 km/h

Whale sharks are gentle
and shy by nature. When

they’re feeding it’s the
perfect time to observe
them – but don’t touch.


